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terms of the Secular Scientific Consensus and its ideological
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1. INTRODUCTION

CONTEXTUAL NOTE 1: Specialist and Smatterer

Isaac  Newton  labelled  non-specialist  critics  as  'smatterers',  and
passages abound like that of Hawking: “Because theories are always
being changed to account for new observations, they are never properly
digested or simplified so that ordinary people can understand them. You
have to be a specialist, and even then, you can only hope to have a proper
grasp of a small proportion of the scientific theories.” 

Non-specialists should NOTE THIS CAREFULLY. They should also
carefully use specialist and non-specialist academic references in
faith-science/empirical  interactions.  Scientific  opinions  differing
from 'secular  scientific  consensus'  are not  a  threat  to  academic
discipline,  world  peace  and  progress,  as  '4  atheistic  horsemen'
opinion would like to ideologise. Many Chapters will  also contain
Contextual  Notes  regarding  non-specialist  reponses  to  the
Cosmos, Fossils and Genes, Mind and Faith debates.     

In  the  last  paragraph  of  his  book  conclusion,  Hawking  does
acknowledge need for non-specialists to understand, but only as
non-elite recipients of specialist largesse. Non-specialist be alert,
therefore, for patronising 'fog index devicing' instead of empirical
evidence. One clue is Hawking and others invoking 'Shakespeare
monkey maths' (as time tends to infinity, or warps, p 123) with lots
of indefinite 'If...', 'Could it be...?' and 'Suppose...' usage like most
cosmology writers. (CN)
 

Being at the bottom of the clever class in school affords insights
about these fellow humans: “Can God create a rock so big, so heavy, that
He  cannot  pick  it  up?  He  can't,  so  there  is  no  God.”  This  adolescent
metaphysical-empirical absurdity has adult parallels across origins
science, cosmology and theology.  Most famous theologically is a
scholastic version:  “How many angels can dance on the head of a pin?”
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Most  famous  in  science  is  the  “typing  monkey  theorem”,  used
loosely and variously by Thomas Huxley,  Julian Huxley,  Stephen
Hawking and Richard Dawkins, and others.  Here's a generalised
version:  If  a horde of monkeys randomly typed on typewriters for a long
enough time (tending to infinity), very occasionally by pure chance they will
type out a Shakespearean sonnet (other end product). (1)

The intention of such 'intelligences' is usually 'fog index' devicing,
often  used  with  'mathematical'  precision  to  patronise  lower
intelligence.  They are  best  seen as  no more than metaphysical-
empirical absurdities. In science, they typically play the measurable
empirical off against the immeasurable infinite or spirit dimension; in
theology, natural theology against special revelation. Simply, infinity
is not measurable or empirical, maths notwithstanding. Clever class
users know this. As for maths, while it is by far the most accurate
means  of  describing  that  humans  have  ever  had,  the  maths  is
ultimately not the proof, the empirical measuring is. 

1.1 Background:   The Bible and Pre-Science

Pre-scientific Christians let literal reading of the Bible guide science
for  Genesis  1-10  mainly,  Adam-Eve  to  Noah,  for  which  modern
archeological evidence is unavailable. The universe was geocentric,
earth was the centre of the universe, but Bible verses indicate the
earth as a sphere (Job 26.7/Isaiah 40.22/Luke 17.30-35), not really
to  be  usurped  by  the  horizon-bound  'corners  of  the  earth'
metaphors  for  'all  the  earth'  that  they are.  The  medieval  'natural
theology-special  revelation' approach  to  science  was  upheld.  Then
Nicolas  Copernicus  (1473-1543),   Johannes  Kepler  (1571-1630)
and Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), gave lead to modern science's rise
out of the Renaissance and Reformation, set out early experimental
method,  and  established the  fact  of  a  heliocentric  solar  system,
while  the  Reformation  successfully  set  up  open  democracy and
critical academic research society. In this academic space Sir Isaac
Newton  (1642-1727)  published  'Principia  Mathematica',  most
influential  science  book  ever  written,  setting  up  an  experimental
natural law basis for understanding nature, with/without reference to
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God. Newton was debatably 'deistic' – God set the laws of nature in
motion and no longer interferes. A basis for scientific empiricism, or
scientific  scepticism,  and  reductionist  materialism  was  in  place.
Retaining the medieval 'natural theology-special revelation (science gives
the  how,  theology  gives  the  why)  proved how  ill-prepared Christians
were for what was to come. (1)

1.2 Scientific Secularism: Self-Generating Universe Cosmology

Evolution is a fossil field site driven theory of species morphology
proposed by Charles Darwin (1809-1882). It claims that speciation
(rise  of  species)  emerged  over  'old'  paleontological  time  when
subsequent  micro-mutations  of  original  single  cell  life  form
(explained by Mendelian genetic inheritance), advantaged within its
environment  over  extended  time  and  generations  by  natural
selection, allowed life-form variations to proliferate through sufficient
genetic spreads in populations and 'evolve' new species. By further
repeats,  the  full  speciation  of  biological  life  on  earth  emerged.
Simplistic   statements  of  'natural  selection+advantageous  gene
mutation = evolution' have become second only to E=mc².  Conse-
quent Darwin-Mendel Synthesis Evolution, when linked to empirical
law science, is taken as 'proven' by a majority of scientists.

Empirical genetic mutation data was not available to Darwin-Mendel
Synthesis researchers, so the fossil speciation schemas of field site
research in palaeontology, geology and biology were used as best
evidence of evolution happened. This was backed up in academic
interaction as majority science opinion in:
 
- Uniformitarian Geology (originated - James Hutton 1726-1799 and

Charles  Lyell  1797-1875);  science  of  earth  crust  tectonics,
mountain  formation  orogenesis,  and rock  geology (with  'old
age' fossil palaeontology), which theorises with claimed always
updating  empirical  experimental  evidence,  that  the  earth  is
about 4,6 billion years old. 

-  Evolutionary  Biology (Charles  Darwin  1809-1882);  science  of
speciation which theorises as described above.
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- Mendelian Genetic Inheritance: (originated - Gregor Mendel 1822-
1884) which theorises that micro-variations in species (ie eye
colour,  colour  variation  in  flowers),  resulted  from hereditary
genetic  reproduction.  Mendel  showed  'hybrid',  'dominant-
recessive',  and  other  patterns  of  heredity:  modern  genome
science  resulted.  Darwin  evolutionists  cling  to  Mendelian
theory as alone able to make natural selection 'palaeological
time viable', or evolution becomes impossible.

-  Astrophysics (Copernicus,  Galileo,  Newton  and  moderns  like
Einstein, Hubble, Hoyle) with majority claims to back up 'old
universe/old earth' long-age dating. (2)

Since most scientists now regard the evolution part as proven to be
self-generating, with no need of a God intervention, this 'atheism'
had  to  be  backed  up  in  all  of  the  following  -  the  origin  of  the
universe and solar system, of first life cell and all life species, and of
consciousness and faith. Self-generating universe cosmology arose
from  this  as  Scientific  Secularism added  the  subsequent  origin
claims  within  current  multi-field  secular  science  dominance.
Cosmologically  and  philosophically  named  'reductionist
materialism', a short points summary which is the basis behind the
“Secular Genesis” document of Chapter 2 is as follows:

1.3 Self-Generating Universe Cosmology Summary

- self-generating energy-matter 'big bang' universe 
- self-generating gravitational astro-bodies 
- self-decreasing Cosmic Inflation/Speed of Light?

- self-generating 'abiogenesis' life 
- self-replicating carbon-chain molecules explain the rise of sexual

reproduction 
- self-generating taxonomic 'kinds' speciation” 

- gene-generated mind, consciousness, faith 
- gene-generatated social evolution
- gene-generated futurology 
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This replaced the 'natural theology-special revelation' academics of the
Christian  era.  Since  spiritual  oversight  by  a  Creator  is  not
necessary,  not  provable,  not  knowable  –  materialist  atheism  or
agnosticism  are  best  'faith-less'  choice.  Modern  secular  global
society is the religious outcome of 'self-generating' cosmology. (3)

1.3 Christian Responses 

Responses have divided into two streams – Intelligent Design and
Creationism, with Catholic scholars in both streams.

Intelligent  Design clings  to  the  medieval  'natural  theology-special
revelation (science gives the how, theology gives the why)' approach in
academics  –  there  are  so  many  'unempiricals'  that  God  is  still
required to fill in the gaps in materialist claims. Secularism is usually
uncomplimentary  of  this  as  a  'schidzophrenia'  between
academically practicing material empiricism, but privately accepting
superstitious  myth.  “What  gaps?”  is  standard  secular  response.
Everything is explained in self-generating reductionist  materialism
universe  cosmology.  But  a minority  'theistic  evolutionists'  receive
reluctant  respect  by  accommodating  theology to  evolution  using
'myth'  Bible  approach  with  a  subjective  personal  spirituality  not
impinging on science, in which God 'nudges' evolutionary chance
into 'working' life, whichever superstition ones chooses.

Creationists place the entire ‘self-generated, no God required’ claim
of Scientific Secularism under scientific scrutiny as a cosmology not
empirically founded enough to be upheld as defining science. The
alternative genetic, fossil and other empirical evidence is given best
science  cosmology  in  Genesis  Creation/Genesis  Flood  science
paradigm. Creationism has also left 'natural theology-special revelation'
academics in the past in favour of 'revelation-referenced science', for a
'God in the gaps' paradigm has been exposed as having both too
many empirical scientific contradictions and too many cosmological-
theological inadequacies to realistically work with. (4)
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1.4 From Overview to Comparative Study
- the 'turtle analogy' with maths:

This writer is not of the global ‘secular scientific consensus’ peer
review  (see  Ch  6),  being  not  a  scientist  but  a  Christian
pastor/minister,  but  also  not  being  persuaded  of  it’s  scientific
empiricism as against its ‘scientific philosophising/propagandising’.
Because  discontinuities  between  empirical  evidence  and  'Self-
Generating Universe' cosmology have been so readily exposed by
Creationist  Scientists  in  particular,  and  because  of  scientific
precedents in Nazi Germany, Soviet Russia and Maoist China, in
which 'evolution science'  justified genocidal  human rights abuses
against non-conformist citizens, Christians should carefully manage
relations  with  'Self-Generating  Universe'  science  of  the  'Secular
Scientific Consensus'. 

Pressure  to  subjugate  believers  has  never  been  greater  from
'science' than in our secular era. However, believers need to discern
that  cosmology  is  not  just  empirical  measurable  evidence  with
virtually no variable conclusion left to make. Therefore no basis for
the  globally  re-emerging  absolutism  of  a  'secular  scientific
consensus' has been achieved than was claimed under any of the
Nazi or Communist varieties. Claims in academic institutions, law
courts  and  education  will  persist.  The  above  introduction,  the
Secular  Genesis-Genesis  comparison,  and  other  issues  and
debates will be explored in Chapers 2 onwards – with evaluation of
how absolutising for secular atheism-agnosticism the outcomes of
empirical evidence can be claimed to be. 
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2.   SECULAR GENESIS COMPARED WITH GENESIS 1

2a.        Origins of the Universe, Cosmos and Earth

11

(SecGen) SECULAR
GENESIS 1- 5

The Beginning. 
(1) The  beginning  exploded.

       ?1

Energy and Order.
(2) The  beginning  exploded
sub-atomic  quanta  -  nuclear,
light,   mass  particles  -  and
space  void.  There  was
universe, time and natural law
order. Nuclear, light and matter
quanta  had  enough  energy
and  momentum  to  keep  the
genesis space cloud universe
expanding. 
The first period.

GENESIS 1.1-10  

The Beginning.
In  the  beginning,  God created
the heavens and the earth.      !1

Energy and Order.  
(2) The earth was without form
and  void,  and  darkness  was
over the face of the deep. And
the Spirit of God was hovering
over the face of the waters.  (3)
And  God  said,  "Let  there  be
light," and there was light.  (4)
And God saw that the light was
good. 

And  God  separated  the  light
from  the  darkness.  (5) God
called  the  light  Day,  and  the
darkness he called Night. And
there  was  evening  and  there
was morning, the first day.   

 !2a
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Cosmos, Sun, Earth and Moon.
(3) Origin  energy  within  the
genesis  space  cloud
precipitated  nuclear  fusion
reactions  among  mass  and
energy  quanta,  forming
chemical  elements   with
bonding  energy  for  plasma,
solids,  liquids  and  gases.  The
genesis space cloud gravitated
into  space  objects.
Combinations  of  clusters  of
galaxies of stars, with or without
planets  orbiting  stars,  and
interstellar  objects  and  clouds,
gravitated. 
(4) In  orbit  of  a  star,  the  sun,
there  gravitated  a  planetary
system  from  the  solar  space
cloud.  ?2
(5)The  third  planet,  the  earth,
was orbited by its moon. There
was  day  and  night,  tides  and
tectonics.  Dry  land  with
mountain  ranges  and  valleys
emerged  and  seas  with
shallows  and  depths  gathered
by  uniformitarian   geological
process.  A  weather  cycle
developed.
The second period. ?3

Cosmos and Earth.
(6) And God said, "Let there be
an expanse in the midst of the
waters,  and let  it  separate  the
waters  from  the  waters."  (7)
And God made the expanse and
separated the waters that were
under  the  expanse  from  the
waters  that  were  above  the
expanse. And it was so. (8) And
God called the expanse Heaven.
And  there  was  evening  and
there was morning, the second
day.  

(9) And  God  said,  "Let  the
waters  under  the  heavens  be
gathered  together  into  one
place,  and  let  the  dry  land
appear."  And  it  was  so.   (10)
God called the dry land Earth,
and  the  waters  that  were
gathered  together  he  called
Seas. And God saw that it was
good.         !3



Critical Notes and Discussion:
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SecGen References:

?1  'Big Bang' theory encounters the
same childlike question as Genesis
1 – “Who made the Big Bang?” as
against  the  “Who  made  God?”
question. 

?2  The forming of separate yet linked
space bodies like the sun, earth and
moon  (thus  other  star  systems)
remains  theoretically  problematic.
Various  theories  bump  without
resolution  against  known  natural
laws,  like  gravity,  tidal  friction,
capture  or  escape  velocities,
Roche's  limit,  and  the  laws  of
conservation  and  of
thermodynamics.  

?3 Tectonics  (land  mass  formation)
and  Orogenesis  (formation  of
mountain ranges and sea depths),
are  usually  explained  under  the
'Uniformitarian'  assumption – such
processes going on now would over
billions or millions of year intervals
of  the past  also have caused the
seas,  land and mountains to form
as  they  now  exist.  The  theory  is
also  so  beset  by natural  law and
geological  phenomena
unexplainables  that  renewed
interest  in  'catastrophism'  as
scientifically  significant  has  also
become common.

Genesis References:

!1   Genesis  is  unhesitatingly
monotheist  –  God  created,
therefore 'intelligent design' is a
Biblical mandate.

!2a-  !2b  This  much  objected  to
creation of night and day before
the  creation  of  sun,  earth  and
moon (vs 14-19 ) is well known.
For  a  pre-scientific  and  non-
scientific  textbook  but  rather
origins  prose  poetry,   it's  not
really  surprising.  What  is
surprising for a 3500-2500 year
old passage  is  just  how close  to
secular  scientific  claims Genesis
1 is, and just how vastly different
it is  from so many origin myths
in  which  gods/demigods  fight
and those killed have their bodies
chopped up and then made into
sun,  moon,  stars,  animals,
humans etc.  The real difference
between  Genesis  and  SecGen  is
'monotheist intelligent design'. 

!3  Genesis  has  no  orogenesis  or
'geological  origins  of  sea,
mountains and land'  in the way
of specialised secular science .



2b.      Life - Flora Species, Fauna Species                     
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Life. 
(6) Energy surges concentrated
complex  pre-life  molecules  in
life-source  mineral  pools  or
ocean  points.  (7) Evolution
energy  surge  into  a  complex
molecule  pool  energised  pre-
life  complex  molecules  -
enough  for  membrane,
reproduction,  cell  medium,
chemical  energy,  and  the
sustaining  solar  energy
molecules  -  to  randomly  form
first  single  cell  DNA life  with
chemical stability and  capacity
to reproduce for life continuity.
The third period. ?4

Life,  Flora  Species  -
Vegetation.
(8) First single cell life - by DNA
reproduction,  mutation  and
natural  selection  interaction
with  environment  over  billions
of  years  -  evolved  complex
speciation-chain plant and tree
flora species. 
(9)  Flora species evolved each
with  its  own  specialised
reproduction  according  to  its
DNA and marine or land locus,
simultaneously  changing  earth
atmosphere  and  sea  oxygen
into oxygen balance environ- 

Life Flora Species - Vegetation.
(11)  And  God  said,  "Let  the
earth sprout vegetation, plants
yielding  seed,  and  fruit  trees
bearing fruit in which is their
seed,  each  according  to  its
kind, on the earth." And it was
so.  (12)  The  earth  brought
forth  vegetation,  plants
yielding  seed  according  to
their  own  kinds,  and  trees
bearing fruit in which is their
seed,  each  according  to  its
kind. And God saw that it was
good.  (13)  And  there  was
evening  and  there  was
morning, the third day.  
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ment fit for life which has either
sea or land breathing, or both.

       
The fourth period (Part 1)    ?5

Sun and Moon.
(14)  And God said, "Let there
be lights in the expanse of the
heavens  to  separate  the  day
from the night. And let them be
for signs and for seasons, and
for days and years,  (15)  and
let  them  be  lights  in  the
expanse of the heavens to give
light  upon  the  earth."  And  it
was so.  (16)  And God made
the  two  great  lights--the
greater  light  to  rule  the  day
and the lesser light to rule the
night--and the stars.  (17) And
God set them in the expanse of
the heavens to give light on the
earth, (18) to rule over the day
and  over  the  night,  and  to
separate  the  light  from  the
darkness. And God saw that it
was good.  (19)  And there was
evening  and  there  was
morning, the fourth day.  

 !2b        !4
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Life, Fauna Species – Animals.
(10) First  single  cell  life  -  by
DNA  reproduction,  mutation
and  natural  selection
interaction  with  environment
over  billions  of  years  –  also
evolved  complex  speciation-
chain bird, sea and land animal
species,
(11) Fauna  species  evolved,
each  with  its  own  specialised
reproduction  according  to  its
DNA, and which simultaneously
evolved  according  to  the
changing sea and land and air
environments  as  the  ocean
oxygen  balance  and
atmosphere  oxygen  balance
became  fit  for  life  which  has
sea or land breathing, or both. 
The fourth period (Part 2)

 ?5

 Life, Fauna Species - Animals. 
(20) And  God  said,  "Let  the
waters  swarm  with  swarms  of
living  creatures,  and  let  birds
fly  above  the  earth  across  the
expanse of  the  heavens."   (21)
So  God  created  the  great  sea
creatures  and  every  living
creature  that  moves,  with
which  the  waters  swarm,
according  to  their  kinds,  and
every winged bird according to
its  kind.  And  God  saw  that  it
was good.(22) And God blessed
them,  saying,  "Be  fruitful  and
multiply  and fill  the  waters in
the seas, and let birds multiply
on the earth."  (23)  And there
was  evening  and  there  was
morning, the fifth day.

(24)  And  God  said,  "Let  the
earth  bring  forth  living
creatures  according  to  their
kinds--livestock  and  creeping
things  and beasts  of  the  earth
according to  their  kinds."  And
it was so.  (25)  And God made
the  beasts  of  the  earth
according to their kinds and the
livestock  according  to  their
kinds,and  everything  that
creeps on the ground according
to its kind. And God saw that it
was good.  !5



Critical Notes and Discussion:
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SecGen 6-11 References

?4  Random  emergence  from
inanimate elements into DNA biological
life by chance according to natural law
process  (abiogenesis)  is  the  least
convincing  part  of  all  secular  origins
claims. The 4.5 billions years of earth's
existence is insufficient paleontological
time  to  make  probable  the  chemical,
energy, time and other necessities for
random  emergence  of  life  from  the
inanimate.  Life  by random  genesis  is
increasingly  seen  as  dubious,  rather
than  likely  (Sir  Julian  Huxley's  claim
about  'monkeys  typing  Shakespeare
sonnets'  notwithstanding).   Increased
secular scientific interest has arisen in
exogenesis and 'panspermia'  theories
of  how  life  emerged  on  earth  as  a
result. What is not realised is that these
are  basically  an  admission  that
atheistic/agnostic  'secular'  length  of
time  claims  for  both  abiogenesis  and
evolution  remain  inadequate,
unresolved theory. 

?5 (x2)  Evolution of species, because
of atheistic/agnostic 'secular' necessity,
has  been  made  out  to  be  more
controversial  than  it  is.   Saltations/
genetic  macromutations  have  been
ruled  out  in  evolution  as
paleontologically 'negligible' – 'short of
divine intervention'  (Simpson, GG.  Tempo
and Mode in Evolution. 1944. Columbia. P55).
That genetic micro-mutations are able
to deliver not just universally accepted
adaptation of  an existing species,  but
speciation into a new species remains
highly controversial. 

Genesis 1.11-25 References

!4  Again, the origins of  day and
night, tides and tectonics, is not
given  scientific  textbook
explanation  because  Genesis  is
pre-scientific prose poetry . The
awareness  of  nature's  order  in
Genesis  remains  very
impressive  for  such  pre-
scientific work.

 !5  Origin  of  life  and  biological
species  is  attributed  to  God.
Specific  theories  of  life  origin
and  speciation  origin  are  not
added  one  way  or  another,
though  the  panspermia  or
exogenesis  life  origins  theories
could be ruled out.  
Further,  dinosaurs  and  fossils
were unknown to Bible authors,
as  should  be  expected  of  pre-
scientific   prose  poetry.   The
proponents of either “old earth”
or  “new  earth”  scientific
creationism  offer  alternative
explanations  of  God's  creation
of  these  creatures  –  which
require  much  more  evidence
being  presented  than  is
currently  being  offered.
Evolutionists  claim much more
extensive  peer-measured
research  evidence  base,  giving
evolutionary  theory   greater
scientific 'appearance'. 



3c.     Humankind
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Humankind
(12)  Within ape speciation and
from one early ape species, by
DNA  reproduction,  mutation
and  natural  selection
interaction  with  environment
over millions of years, evolved
the  distinctive  hominoid
species.
(13) With increasingly unique
advanced  capacities  evolved
by  evolutionary  ascension
through  the  hominoid
speciation  chain  of  both
passively  and  competitively
extincted  'missing  link'
hominids,  homo  sapiens
humankind  became  the  single
remaining  hominoid  species  –
with  increasing  capacity  to
become the executive agent of
the  future  human,  flora  and
fauna evolution. 

The fifth period.   ?6

Humankind
26)  Then  God  said,  "Let  us
make man in our image, after
our likeness. And let them have
dominion  over  the  fish  of  the
sea  and over  the  birds  of  the
heavens and over the livestock
and over all the earth and over
every  creeping  thing  that
creeps on the earth."  (27)  So
God  created  man  in  his  own
image, in the image of God he
created him;  male and female
he created them.  28)  And God
blessed them. And God said to
them, "Be fruitful and multiply
and fill the earth and subdue it
and  have  dominion  over  the
fish  of  the  sea  and  over  the
birds of  the heavens and over
every  living  thing  that  moves
on the earth."  (29)  And God
said, "Behold, I have given you
every plant yielding seed that is
on the face of all the earth, and
every tree with seed in its fruit.
You shall  have them for food.
((30)  And to every beast of the
earth and to every bird of the
heavens and to everything that
creeps on the earth, everything
that  has  the  breath  of  life,  I
have  given  every  green  plant
for food." And it was  so. 
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Genesis 1.31  - 2.4
(31)  And God saw everything
that he had made, and behold,
it was very good.   !6
And  there  was  evening  and
there  was  morning,  the  sixth
day.   !7

Gen  2:1-4  Thus  the  heavens
and  the  earth  were  finished,
and all  the host of  them.  (2)
And  on  the  seventh  day  God
finished his  work  that  he  had
done,  and  he  rested  on  the
seventh day from all  his work
that he had done.  (3)  So God
blessed  the  seventh  day  and
made it holy, because on it God
rested from all his work that he
had  done  in  creation.   (4)
These  are  the  generations  of
the  heavens  and  the  earth
when they were created, in the
day that the LORD God made
the earth and the heavens.

Secular Genesis End

Secular Genesis has no 
ending like the Genesis 1 
origins account.



Critical Notes and Discussion:
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SecGen 12-13  CRITICAL 
NOTES:

?6  With  its  Sterkfontein  'Cradle  of
Humankind'  and  the  Sedibeng
centre,  and  the  Origins  centre  at
Wits, South Africa leads paleonto-
logical  study  of  early  hominid
'missing  links'  .  This  impressive
part  of  secular  origins  theory  is
under-researched  by  scientific
creationists.  As  with  dinosaurs,
these  fossils  were  unknown  to
Bible  authors,  as  should  be
expected  of  pre-scientific   prose
poetry. 

Proponents  of   scientific
creationism  give  alternative
explanations of the origins of these
creatures which require much more
evidence  being  presented  than  is
currently  being  offered.
Evolutionists  claim  much  more
extensive peer-measured research
evidence base, giving evolutionary
theory  greater  scientific
'appearance'. 

Genesis 1.26-31 CRITICAL 
NOTES:

!6   The  final  divine  blessing  of
God  on  his  creation  in  six
days/periods  is  given  with
humankind only as the pinnacle
of  creation,  but  never  with
humankind  assuming  executive
dominance of its own evolution
and  therefore  mastery  of  the
universe,  as   secular
atheistic/agnostic  evolution  has
come to claim and expect. 

!7   The seven day periodisation of
Genesis 1 also includes the socio-
economic  7th day  Sabbath
practice.  This  has  place  in
scientific creationism because of
its  explicitly  theological,
monotheistic  content  but  is
regarded  as  of  no  secular
scientific merit in origins study.



3.       ORIGINS ISSUES – COSMOS 

First 3-fold of a “Self-generating Universe' cosmology is “Cosmos”, 
discussing critical and opposing views, as in each 3-fold.

Cosmos
“self-generating energy-matter 'big bang' universe” 
“self-generating gravitational astro-bodies”
“self-decreasing Cosmic inflation/Speed of Light?

3.1 Big Bang:

Since Einstein's general theory of relativity had implied it, Catholic
Christian scientist Georges Lemaitre (under the 'natural theology-
special revelation' paradigm, technically theist) in the 1920s formed
his 'fireworks theory' of a singularity beginning for the universe, this
also expected according to the law of entropy. 1940's and 1960's
secularisations coined the term ”Big Bang”, now commonly applied
to the secular majority 'self-generating' cosmology of the origin of
the universe – with a problem. How does a universe generate itself?
The children's question “Who made God?” applies equally to the
Big Bang: “Who/What banged the Big Bang?” (1)

 
3.1.1 Shakespeare without Monkeys: King Lear responds to a

daughter  who  can't  articulate  her  love  for  reward  with  the
following:  “Nothing will  come of nothing”. (King Lear Act 1 Sc 1).
This truism is echoed in the Sound of Music song “Something
Good” “Nothing comes from nothing; nothing ever could.” Atheist self-
generating  universe  materialist  cosmology  fails  to  answer  –
either  for  the  'Big  Bang'  or  'Big  Crunch “heat  death”'.  Simply,
origin/end  singularities  are  unique:  since  by  nature,  empirical
laws and testing are impossible (unlike black hole singularities
which give evidence of  background starlight  bending around it
and have an horizon,  origin/end singularities have no horizon,
and define or destroy the known empirical laws they established,
etc),  so  either  a  'Creator'  or  'other  side  of  the  singularity'
cosmology must be used. Nothing comes from nothing.
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